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NET-ACCESS Dual Hinge Door Enhanced
Part Numbers: CNDDE

Dual Hinge Door Installation and Removal (CNDDE)
To install, lift door and insert lower hinge pin into the bushing in the bottom door support. Orient the door so the top hinge pin is near the top 
cabinet bushing. Using a pinching action, pull the red finger handle over and down to retract the hinge pin. Release the red finger handle 
when aligned with the top bushing. To remove, support the door on the open side with one hand while retracting the hinge pin with the other 
hand as described above. 

Upper Hinge Location

Note: For cleaning PANDUIT recommends using ‘SIMPLE GREEN’ all purpose cleaner 
(or local equivalent) and a lint free cloth

Lower Hinge Location

Caution: Support the weight of 
the door during removal.
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Dual Hinge Door Usage (CNDDE)
The dual hinge door has the unique ability to open on either the left or the right side. This allows full access to either side of the cabinet. For 
safety, the dual hinge door features an interlock system that prevents handles from turning when either side is open. To close a handle that 
is locked open, press the spring-loaded levers in the top and the bottom corners of the door and turn the handle simultaneously.

Spring Loaded Lever

Spring Loaded Lever
See note below

Note: Depress levers simultaneously to disengage handle interlock.

See note below

Fascia Installation
Remove 3 keyed knockouts and secure the fascia with the 3 screws provided
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Door Adjustment (CNDDE)
The cabinet is equipped with a bottom door shoe lift bushing. The purpose of this lift bushing is to provide vertical adjustment within the 
cabinet door frame and enable cabinet doors to be adjusted for a consistent fit and function. 

Exploded View

Lift Screw

Bushing

Set Screw

Dual hinge door

Split Doors

Network Cabinet

Dual Hinge Door

The door shoe lift bushing allows field adjustments on the cabinet doors. Loosen the set screw and adjust the lift screw with a 3/32 allen key 
wrench raising the screw lifts the door, and adjust the door's fit within the cabinet door frame.

Door adjusted by lift bushing 
maintaining consistent top gaps

Corrected door fit by adjusting 
opposite side lift screw.
Re-tighten set screws when 
desired fit is achieved

Unleveled cabinet causing insufficient 
gap between door and door shoe, 
resulting in rubbing or interference 
with bottom door shoe.
Raise opposite side lift screw to
correct.
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